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.BEet~tesA Shot in the A-rm for Ecuador- Oil

• 1'

I1Jiri BJIJ14

Clear Tendency Toward Nationaliza·tion Ambassador Says

~~H'F.SS SMITH

''The new pipelina goes up to
14,000 feet over the Andes and
will have a final capacity to canJF
500,000 gallons a day,'' said
Ortega,
.
·
Reserves in Venezuela are even
greater than in Ecuador although
there are still vast amounts of land
in both countries to be explored.
· Ortega said the value of oil
exports of Ecuador will be
$45,000,000 the first six months
of next year. In 1 9 7 3 ,
$160,000,000 will come from the
export of oil which will replace
bananas which brought in
$136,000,000 last year. In 1976,
the $254,000,000 from oil will
equal the income of the current
combined exports of Ecuador.
"There comes a time when the
principal oil exporting countries
.of the world must take steps to
insure their oil reserves,, said
Ortega. HThe Latin Am·erican oil
producing countries resolved to
formulate a realistic program to
achieve this. This is very
important when you note that
these countries produce 57 per
cent .of the world's oil supply, 85
per cent of Western Europe's, 95
percentofJapan's,and3percent
of the United State's.
Consumption of oi 1 in
noncommunist countries has risen
steadily from 1950 to 1970," he
said.
Nationalization
"There is a clear and
determined tendency for the
nationalization of the oil industry
in these countries,'' said Ortega.
"They look upon nationalization
as their ultimate goal. However~ it
will take five or ten yem-s for
countries to operate efficiently by
themselves. Saudi Arabia began in
19 6 2 to train its people for
self-operation,11 he said.
Venezuela has approved laws
that all oil concessions will revert

~~tAi\t plagued by

nn,~Arlr.v and lack 'A'i''iducation has
:received a shot in the
a:rm, The shot is called petroleum
and the dosaga was a big one.
Don Ca:rlos Mantilla Ortega, the
ambassador from Ecuador to the
United States, told an audience in
the Union theater Wednesday
night how the petroleum
discovery in Ecuador has effected
the development of the count:l:y,
The found~r and first President
of the International Journalistic
Society admitted that petroleum
is as new to him as his fellow
countrymen.
"I don't pretend to be an
e"pert," said Ortega,
Life Style Change
"In the past the main exports
of Ecuador have been bananas,
cocoa, and sugar cane which bring
in a total of $250,000,000
annually/' said Ortega.
In 1967 Texaco and Gulf
announced the discovery of
e"tensive oil deposits in Ecuador
and the life style of Ortega and his
countrymen began to change
abruptly.
Overnight. they found
themselves looked upon as a
major oil producing country in
Latin America and the world.
There are 20 oil companies in
the Ecuador-Venezuela area.
Texaco fo:r examplt> has d:rilled 60
wells and expects 100 wells by the
time the new pipeline is
completed in July Of 1972.
All the wells which Te"aco has
drilled have been good except one
which Ortega said yielded only
200
banels a day.
4
'That one was considered to be
dry," said the diplomat,
This is rernarkable when one
considers that in other countries
only an average of 3 out of ten
wells ever produce oil.

to the state when the concessions
exp~re whi~h is the t;end of all
Latm American countries.
Many big oil concessions such
as Shell and Standard Oil of
California have already signed
contracts for new lands.
"Now, the question is, what do
these countries plan to do with
their new revenue?'' said Ortega. .
"The countries plan to explore
the lands and try to attract
enough capital to continue on
their own. The United States,
Russia, and Great Britian have
supplied most of the financial and
mechanical help in the past and it
will take time for the countries to
do this by themselves," said
Ortega.
Education
"The revenue will be used to
solve the basic needs of the
population. I would place those
needs in the following order.
Number one, education 1 number
two, education, and number
three, education. We have t~ give
each person the right to an
education because human
resources al'e the most important
asset of any country. ln our
country this is especially true in
the rural areas where the people
are isolated from progress.''
11
Also we need sanitation
programs, health welfare, housing,
roads, electrification, and
irrigation."
"If we could benefit in these
ways from our new found wealth
we could look over the
disadvantages of inflation,
pollution, and the psychological
effects of a country which is
forced to change rapidly."
Ortega .said that uNrt the
country is fully equipped and has
the means to develop its resources
by itself, the people must look
upon the foreign companies as
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partners to accomplish this goal,
even though the countries are

demanding a bigger and better
part.

Foundation Promotes Minorities
Expanded Scholarships Offered Spanish-Surnamed
•,
F'llll(a:!W.. ,.....,.
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By RANDY SITTON
In a state where 28 pet cent of
the total population is Spanish ~
surnamed, less than one per cent
ru:e physicians.
Chicano professors constitute
less than one per cent of the
faculty at a university having over
50 per cent of its students
Chicano.
During the year 1969-1970t
only 92 Chicano students out of
were enrolled in medical
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These discrepancies, along with
matty others, are au too evident to
Alonzo Atencio, assistant dean for
student affairs in the UNMMedical
School.
Atencio is president and
founder of the Foundation for
Promoting Advanced Studies.
FPAS is a non·profit foundation
created by concerned New
Mexicans through which Spanish -

Americans can be placed and
finally assisted while attending
graduate schools in universities
and colleges throughout the
United States and Mexico.
"FP AS creates a p()ol of
concerned professors, physicians,
and university administrators who
will encourage, promote, solicit,
and provide financial support tor
Spanish • surnamed graduate

UNM President Ferrel Heady to
report. suggest}orts to the Regents
at then• tneebng Oct. 23, played
with some tentative ideas and
agreed on basic guidelines for the
student units at a meeting with
representatives from the
Albuquerque noard of Realtors
and individual contractors
yesterday.
Co mmithe memb.ers and
realtors agreed the housing should
be built on University property,
thus eliminating the coot of
buying land, that the apartments
would be open to all married
students, undergraduates and
graduate~;, that private enterprise
should hold the tease on the
dwellings so as to. J)ut the land on
the ta:x. rolls, and that whatever
(P{t!Cl$e turn to page 7)

A workitlg group or library
faculty members are eunently
conducting a survey to determine
whether persons using the library
are satisfied with the circulation
policyo!Zimmerman.
Circulation policy includes
checking out books for an entire

The AlbU(Iuerque Poliee Ue·
pattmertt will begin a new proce·
dute for rnisdemeanot arrests on
Oet. 15.
Onder Police Chief Donald
:Syrd's new plan, police cite an
adult \'.iolator with a "Notice to
Appear" .citation rather than
physical arrest. Within five
business days, the adult must
appear before the violations
bureau or a watrant of arrest will
be issued.
"This expansion of arrest
proeed ure can eltpedite police
procedures and be more
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to page 3)

semester subject to recall and
one·day use of periodicals.
The questionnaires, which are
in the foyer of Zimmerman, are
primarily to give the library staff
infotmation about attitudes
toward the policies, said David
Kelley, head of the library.
"We have had sorne complaints
about th~ systern. lt is possible tor
one person to take out an enLir~
section. This policy does not lettd
itself to browsing," l(elley said.

Media Week

(I

Friday, October 15, 1971
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Plans to build married student
Iow·rent housin.g near the UNM
campus are bentg hampered by
the lack of need and feasibility
studies from GSA and
Alb u que r que rea It ors,
respectively.
.
While Walt Williams of the
Albuquerque Board of R~altors
plans to complete his survey of
planned and existing housing in
the city itt the very Mar future,
Shetntan Smith, vice president for
administration and development
said no one on the specinl
committee stu:dycing the housing
problem knows whert they c~n
elepect results of a need sui'vey
which GSA president Bert Hansen
said he would eo11dud.
Suggestioru;
The committee, named by

students/' Atencio said.
11
These professional people
have contacts in major
universities, an·d they can promote
graduate studies through speaking
engagements, face- to* face
contact, and through participation
in national and local conferences,
seminars, and workshops~, he
said.

convenient for persons in
violations of some City
ordinances,'' said Chief Byrd.
Upon signill.g .a "Notice to
Appear" citatioll, anadult may be
released, except if he is arrested
for disorderly conduct,
drunkenness, unlawful assembly;
or vagrancy.
Officers using the new citation
must still conduct all. ill.Vestigatiott
of the 'Violation,
The new form includes the
vi o 1a t o r 1 s name and full
identification; the ordinance
violated; the officer's name~ and
the signature of the violator.

Friday
10. a.m. • 11:30 a.m... 1 p.m. -

2:80 p.m.: Film Festival, 8
Illins shoWn Jn series (Unton
Theater)
10:30 a.m.: Schmec fiction panel
with Harbin E:llison (North
Union Ball.toom)
1:30 p.m.: Bands and KUNM Uve
(Mall)

8 p.m... 10 p.m.: "Casablanca'' .....
Bogart (Union Theater, 75
cents)
Saturday & Sunda:V
8 p.m. -10 p.m.: "A Man Called
Houe•• (Union Theater, 75
cents)
'1!30 p.m.: "Medeatt- Maria
Callas (PopeJoy Hull, $1.50)

Sunday
8 p.m.f Three 1Jog Night concert
(UniversitY Arena, $4 advtutcc 1
$5 at th<! door)

•

,

Chicanos Urge Support of Board
editorial

Library Poll . ..

Evaluation ...

Zimmerman Library is now conducting a
survey on opinions on the new semester-long
check-out system.
The procedure is simple, a paper ballot
with three quarters, and plenty of white
space for comments and suggestions.
The initiative for gauging reaction to an
experimental policy has been taken by the
library staff in this case. Students who use the
library hopefully will respond to this
opinion - seeking overture by expending the
minimal effort needed to fill out the survey
and drop it in the collection box.

The University administration has
committed itself to taking over the teacher
evaluation initiated by ASUNM.
Statements made initially by Vice
President for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead indicate he is willing to have
results of such an evaluation included in
decisions concerning tenure and salru:y cases.
This is the crucial point upon which the
clout of a teacher evaluation rests.
Students and faculty members committed
on their own to this project must work to set
up the procedures for the evaluation so the
initial administrative enthusiasm doesn't
wane.

"We lost Fiuch/ey and Smith today-they talked back!"

bema_ _ _ __
Law ''Chauvinism'' Argued
This is in response to the
editorial and article in Thursday's
Lobo concerning 11 male
chauvinists" in the Law School.
The Lobo neglected to report
that among the fi'lle women in tht'!
third-year class, four hold
editorial positions on the Law
Review, including positions as
editor· in • chief and managing

letters ,
School Playground
After reading your Oct. 1
feature "Volunteers Build
School's Playground." 1 should
like to comtneut on some
pertinent facts that put this
falsely presented act of
benevoleuce in proper perspective,
The "volunteer" workers
spoken of in your article are
uny Lhing buL that, They are
contracted employes of the Child
Development Center with salaries
·in the $10,000 • $20,000 range.
In consideration of
Albuquerque's present economic
situation these contracted salaries
ru;.e well above the average income.
Cert!linly excluding the true
definition or volunteer work.
However, 1 must adtnit this
project is an improvl!ment over
last year's similar act at an
overtime charge of $5 per hour by
various Child Development staff
tnembers,
It is still n long way from being
a volunteer project and warrantirtg
a front page rejoicing, perhaps a
better title would have been,
"People do their well paid jobs."
Charles Hager

Letters to the Editor ...

•

Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 250 words,

•

Page2
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editor. There is a woman on the
three • member National Moot
Court Team and there was a
woman professor who was
scheduled to teach at the Law
School this year but who had to
decline for personal reasons.
It appears that not one of the
women whose views were
reported by The Lobo had

, ,
typewritten and double spaced.
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for publication,
Names will not be withheld upon
request. If a letter is from a group,
please irtclude a name, telephone
number and address of a group
member. The letter will carry that
name, plus the name or that
group.
The Lobo will publish letters as
space and the number of letters
received allows.

Bemas, .•
Bernas are unsolicited, signed
guest editorials which do not
neceSSllrily reflect the editorial
policy of The Lobo, or the policy
oC ASUNM, GSA or UNM. Bemas
may be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations,
As with letters to the editor,
please include address and
telephone number with the Bema.
Both letters to the editor or
Demas can be mailed to The
Lobo, P.O. Box. 20, UNM,
delivered to The Lobo office at
the corner of Yale and Central, or
deposited in the Lobo Suggestion
Box inside the east door Qt the
Union,

thought to mention that the
third • year class started with eight
women and has since included
two transfer women students, not
to mention the fact that the
Women Law Student Association
of the UNM Law School is
sponsoring a 12·state regional
conference for women with the
full cooperation and support of
the administration, faculty and
starr of the Law School. The Dean
of the Law School should be
especially commended for his
assistance with planning the
conference.
It should also be noted that the
UNM School of Law was chosen
for the site of the meeting because
of its progressive and liberal
attitude toward women in the
legal profession,
Concerning the admission
policy of the Law School, a higher
percentage of women who applied
· to the school were accepted when
considering the percentage of men
who applied and were accepted.
IL ib ako apparent Lhe women
whose comments were reported
by The Lobo do not seem to
realize that part time study would
be just as helpful to men who face
the responsibility of attending
Law School and supporting a
family.
As second and third year
students attending the UNM
School of Law, it appears to us
that wotnen in law school are
treated no differently than men.
The work is difficult and everyone/
is expected to do it. If a person
spends the time and does the
work, he or she is accepted; if the
person does not perform, crying
"male chauvinism" isn't going to
make any difference.
Mark B. McFeeley, K. Dianne
Katz, Charles Noya, Thomas
Stribling, Patty Madrid, John
Anderson, Sally Bradley, Patty
Hunt, John A. B.'tnnerman, Joan
T. Ellis

To Hell With It

I

I

By Bob Hlady

~

When paid parking was sprung on us in September, the
faculty didn't like it- neither did anybody else. But the
faculty decided to work up a less arbitrary system. And
Tuesday they brought it out from under wraps.
Instead of charging students $36 a year and faculty $48 a
year, and instead of assigning on-campus parking permits on a
first-come, first-served basis, "Let's charge students $36 a
year," they said, "and shove them ALL off campus. Then
let's allow the faculty to park on campus for free."
Isn't that noble? Instead of competing with students for
the available spaces on campus, the faculty has withdrawn
from the fight- taking all the goodies with them.
"Students are not on an equal footing with faculty and
staff. Faculty and staff are remunerated for their services and
provided with offices and other assistance to fulfill their
functions. The students occupy a totally different position."
I'll say.
"
Marion Cottrell, chairn;tan of the Faculty Compensation
Committee which composed those profound thoughts, tells
me full time faculty members' salaries run anywhere from ·
somewhere below $10,000 a year to somewhere in the upper
$20,000s.
How many students, Chicano, black, Indian or WASP can
say they make even half that much? After all, they have to
shell out to be here- nobody's paying them to stay.
"We do not believe that faculty and staff should serve as a
tax base for their employer, the University," the resolution
reads.
"Students always bear the weight of extra costs," said
Cottrell. "They raised your tuition just last year."
Yes, Marion. I remember. And you have no idea how
grateful I am because of it.
The Compensation Committee's brainchild also provides
that the staff would get free picks of the on-campus spots.
"Some of the staff members on campus are working for
about $6000 a year," said Cottrell.
This true. It wouldn't be easy for a man trying to raise a
family on that kind of salary to let $48 of it pay for his
parking space every year.
But how much easier is it for some patsy in the dorms
living on what he earns peddling a little grass? Lots of
students who live somewhere besides Albuquerque own cars
because they can't afford to travel any other way.
I don't know how the faculty does its long-distance
traveling, but I'll bet it doesn't involve getting riders together
to share expenses, into a 1949 panel truck and driving day
and night because they can't afford lodging.
But that's okay, because students always bear the weight
of extra costs.
But what really seems weird about this resolution is that
the faculty included the staff in it. 'l'he staff (that's the
Physical Plant workers and such) doesn't have a thing to do
with the faculty.
The closest most faculty members come to the staff is
when they call the head of building maintenance to report a
blackboard that wasn't erased overnight.
But that doesn't make any difference.

II

I

·I
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Speech by Mideast Expert
Explains furrent Plight
Middle East affairs expert
David G. Nes will speak on the
present situation in that region at
8 p.m. Tuesday in Keller Hall in
the Fine Arts Center at the UNM.
Nes' appearance is part of this
year's UNM Speakers Committee
Series. Admission is by season
ticket or by individual ticket at
$1.50 for adults and $1 for
students, UNM and University of
AI buquerque students, faculty,

Foundation Promotes
(Continued from page 1)
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Together with promoting
advanced studies, the FPAS raises
money · for financial admittance
through chartered memberships,
dues, and donations. This money
can be used as scholarships for
deserving students or as matching
money to establish moMy to
obtain larger grants from state and
Federal agencies.
The FP AS is currently
expanding to include financial aid
for blacks, Indians, and other
minority groups.
"The Foundation has the
support of, and is working closely
with, the program at the UNM
School of Medicine which
encourages more Chicanos, blacks,
and Indians into the medical and
paramedical areas," Atencio said.
"The FP AS works to make
students, educators, parents, and
the genE>ral public aware of
possible careers, especially in
medicine and science, for the
minority student, and works to
make those careers reality," he
said.

and staffare admitted free.
A graduate of Princeton, Nes
joined the Department of State in
1941 and supsequently served
three years in the Army in the
Burma campaign, commanding a
pack artillery battery.
He was appointed Foreign
Service O£ficer in 1946 and served
abroad in Scotland, his last post in
1967 being Charge d'Affaires in
the United Arab Republic. In
October, 1967, he received the
Superior Honor Award of the
State Department and Nes retired
in 1968.
The former Baltimore "Sun"
reporter is listed in "Who's Who,"
now writes a column and is a
lecturer.

support of the resolution should
be obvious, especially to those
who realize the damaging effect a
verbal • oriented IQ test could
have on a first grader who speaks
very little English.
They said the tests are oriented
toward the English· speaking,
middle class Anglo world without
regard for local cult\.lral anfl
environmental factors of the
Chicano.
"If a child is immediately
placed in a class for the mentally
retarded or classified as a 'slow
learner' because the test results
placed him there without regard
for the fact that he spealcs a
different language," they said,
"that child's self-esteem and
confidence is damaged many
times beyond repair,"

,·

PHILADELPHIA (UP!)- Police
searching a West Philadelphia
apartment Thursday for stolen
goods found instead a
10·by·15·foot l!in filled with dirt.
A sign on the bin warned "Do
not touch. Do not water. Seeds
are planted,"
Po!i c€' eaid t.h!' '"'P.dll were
marijuana. They charged two men
with illegal possession of
narcotics.
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Your Birthday in October?
Bet you never saw such
a selection of
opal jewelry.
New &antique
style
10% discount to
UNM students with J.D.
LIKEN JEWELERS
: 701 Carlisle NE 255-7219
:-.

...-;.............,..........................................

B'nai Brith HillelJewish Student Union
will host a
buffet delicatessen dinner
and informal soc:ial
Sunday, October 17
5:00-7:30 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL CENTER
1808 Las Lomas NE

....c:rn

"We feel the faculty and the staff are both employes of the ·
Oniversity,' 1 said Cottrell. "We frequently speak for the
staff.' 1

><
rn

Frequently, but not always.

$1A.9,(
IN SUEDE. e6r~rs 1; J

BUC.t<LE STv~S

Not when the staff workers are trying to bring their
salaries up closer to that minimal $10,000 earned by the
faculty. Not when the janitors clean up their offices for
them. Not when grounds keepers have to go around cleaning
up discarded test papers and newspapers in mid-winter. Not
when the staff, in short, sees to it that the instructors have a
university to teach in. ·

$1].9~

P~IN CJ.Q&S

But when allying with the physical plant workers will add
some legitimacy to a self-serving, absolutely unjustifiable
demand for preferential treatment, suddenly the faculty
becomes concerned for the overworked and underpaid men
who maintain the campus.

All

Carrohon

Rot.
The only thing that caused the faculty to draw up its
resolution shifting all the problems and expenses of paid
parking over to the students was arrogance. The resolution
should have read:

When he asks for your hand
he's responsible for your finger.

!?IJ~~C(d;#.

"We should be allowed to park free on campus while
students ride shuttle buses and shell out money to do it
because, making it perfectly clear, we are the faculty."

NEW MEXICO LOBO

re·evaluation of the testing and
placement process within the
public schoola of New Mexico.

They added, "Maiming a child
for life in this way is the worst
example of systematic violence."
The West L11s Vegas resolution
is to be on the agenda when the
State Board of Education meets
nex:t Monday and Tuesday at
Hobbs. Mondragon and Gomez
urged the board to honor the
resolution and initiate a

j

.

Officials Want Educators to Honor Las Vegas Resolution
Two Chicano Studies officials
Oct. 14 urged all New Mexico
school boards to follow the
example set by the West Las
Vegas Board of Education when it
:refused to administer two types of
IQ tests to its students.
They also called on the State
Board of Education to honor the
Las Vegas resolution and to
re·evuluate the testing and
placement program in the s!ate's
public schools,
· The statement was i~sued by
Antonio Mondragon, coordinator
of Chicano Studies at UNM, and
Antonio Gomez, New Mexico
representative for the National
Concilio of Chicano Studies.
The West Las Vegas ,Board of
Education Sept, 29 issued a
resolution "to decline to submit
the children for whose education
and welfare (they) are responsible
to an evaluative process with the
Otis • Lennon Mental Ability Test
and the California Short Form
Test of Academic Aptitude that
may result in misinterpretation
and discriminatory stereotyping
with inevitable damaging
implications resulting therefrom."
Mondragon and Gomez
contend that the reasons for their

.
lf.

JEWELERS
"'The Unusual as Usual"
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·true- all this musicians' Jiving
room music is groovy in its place,
which is in the living room. It's
transient music you hardly have
to think about, even if you're the
one making it,_But nobody should
have to spend $4.98 on it.
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"NEW RIDERS OF
THE PURPLE SAGE"
The New Riders of the
Purple Sag(Columbia/C 30888)
Well, we've beep hearing a )ot
recently about the Grateful

World-famous operatic star
Maria Callas makes her film debut
in ''Medea," directed by Pier
Paolo Pasolini. The film will be
shown in Popejoy Hall Saturday
and Sunday at 7 :30 p.m.; $1.50
WithUNMID.

Medea

~

That's Leon Russell above. He
Ilf~~~======:~~~,
l
plays the piano and guitar and he Media Week Preview
sings. He started a record

~·
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best

.
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23¢

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

HAMBURGER

••

•

company called Shelter, and he
has. tuJo albums of his own. Joe
Cocker is a friend of his. And lie
plays a part in KUNM's live
broadcast from the Mall this
ojtemoon sttJrtinq at 1: .'W. . ...
wei~ we're leading you on just a
bit- but the KUNM jocks do
have a couple of hundred Leon
Russell posters, similar to the
picture taken above, which they
will give away to the assembled
multitudes, So what do you want
for free?

in town

9oreign Car Specialisls

Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to I! am

333 Wvomimr Blvd. NE
265·5901
r<:rec Estimates

United

Ministries

Center

, , , Servi11g the University of New Mexico
1801 Las Lomas, N.E.- Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106- Phone 247-0497
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Sunday FeZZowship: 4:00 Rear>eation, 6:00 Supper,
?:00 Point of View -- Piak the minds of Univer>sity
and Community teadera.
Students in Ministry: Let us heZp you hetp othe2>s,
For> fur>ther info~ation, give us a aatZ.
Gift £f. §EED._: FoZk musia group whiah tour>s ar>ea ahur>chea br>idging the
under>atanding Gap.
CounaeZing: PeraonaZ, Pre-Marriage, Mar>r>iage, and FamiZy

Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, lht United Church of Christ, the
United MethodisJ Church, a11d the U11iti!d Prcsb Jerian Church in the U A.

Concert Broadcast on Mall
The highlight of Friday's Greek myth about a tragic
portion of the Experiment In sorceress, directed by Italy's .Pier
Media Week will probably be Paolo Pasolini, the film is
KUNM'Il live broadcast and receiving special showings at
concert on the Mall, if Tuesday's colleges around the country
live folk concert I broadcast is any · before its release to the general
indication, An overflow crowd public. Admission is $1.50 for
was packed into i!nd turned away UNM students .
The last event taking place
from the Union Theater Tuesday
evening, but Friday's Mall show within media week will be the
Three Dog Night rock concert,
shouldn't have that problem.
Hot Duck, Ghost Rose, 1:\ jazz Sunday at 8 p.m. at University
group without a name, and Arena. Preceding the featured
various folk artists are scheduled group will be the Underhand Band
to perform during the program, and Elaine McCormick, former
which will last "from 1 :30 (p.m.) lead singer for Smith. Tickets arl!
until whenever," said KUNM's Pat $4 in advance, $5 at the door for
O'Hearn. Also featured will be UNM students, a vail able at
give-aways, of approximately 200 Reidlings Music downtown, Paris
large Leon Russell posters, almost Shoes at Winrock, and Exchange as many albums, and a large box A· Tape in Santa Fe.
of ''reject" 45s- "unless we
ASUNM
decide to use them for flying
Openings
are still available on
saucers," O'Hearn said.
The free events of media week many ASUNM committees.
end Friday, but the weekend Applications may be submitted
leaves more relatively low-cost for the Campus Safety; Computer
programs remaining. Besides the Use; Continuing Education;
Film Committee's regularly Curricula; Human Subjects;
scheduled movies- "Casablanca" Registration; High School cPrizes
with Humphrey Bogart tonight, and Loans; Standards; Cultural,
and "A Man Called Horse'' Na tiona! and International
Saturday and Sunday nights (all Affairs; Radio Board, and the
shows at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., 75 University and Student Affairs
cents)- Popejoy Hall will show committees.
"Medea," the widely- acclaimed
film debut of Maria Callas,
New Mexico Lobo
Saturday and Sunday evenings at
Vol. 75
No. 35
7:30. A reconstruction' of the
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
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Adults $2.50-Students $1.50
Telephone 277·3121
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Anyone who had seen at least
one of the Genesis series of
experimental films would have
been disappointed in the 10 shorts
shown Wednesday afternoon in the
Union Theater as part of the
media week activities.
But these were actually oldies
in these days of far-out films. One
dated back to 1960 in what,must
have been one of the first spoofs
on the new spage age. Every
pointed edifice, from a Coke
bottle to the Capitol dome in
Washington, were being launched
into sDacc while Khr1.1Schev and
Eisenhower gazed.
·
''Studie 11" came off as an
embryonic encounter. Pulsatingly
heavy, it showed a lot of naked
arms and legs and even a breast or
two for the really prurient at
heart. Attention ccentered on the
groping movements of hands
(hairy hands, bea'!ltiful hands, all
kinds). One can imagine "Group
Grope" by the Fugs as a perfect
musical score for this film.
Another of the more
enterprising shorts was a Roman

Polanski original. While none of
the films 1.1Sed speaking scripts,
Polanski's had a real plot-two
men who come out of the
Atlantic with an old·fashioned
hutch which they could never get
rid of. So much for the plot.
The rest of the films either
didn't come off well because of
the small theater screen or were
just plain sick celluloid garbage.
Of course, all's fair in the name of
film pioneering.
Dave Brands

e
e
e

"Quit.

Whil~>

Y<m'r"' i\

H<>~rt·•

"REVERAND ETHER"
Ronnie Barron
(Decca/Dl•7 5303)
Late last summer I was pawing
through a bunch of singles that'd
come my way and I came across
one called "l!l62 b.p." by
Reverend Ethl'r, the Kingdom, thl'
Power, and the Glory, I<'iguring
that was a strange enough name
for anybody, } played it. Then,.
after ' I picked myself off the
ceiling, I realized that here was
.. something I'd never heard before.
Here was this guy who .sang like
~he bastard son on Tina. Tu.rner
and Ljttle Richat:d, played piano ·
like Prbfessot-Longhair, and wrote
weird :songs about the Civil War.
N~turally, the single never· took
off, the artist disa'p~Jeared about '
as soon as he'd arrived, and I
spent the next year playing "1862 •
b.p." and wondering what'd
happened to him,
Today, I found out. Ronnie
Barron, the Reverend Ether, has
put out a fine album including
"1862 b.p," and a •host of other
songs in the inimitable Ether

style. To my amazement, he is
white, from. New Orleans, and hl!
used to back up Louis Prima in
Las Vegas. Great quantities of
f11,nk, a fllur·octave voicl!, a piano
and organ style that j1.1St won't
quit, a fine backup band, and, of
coursP, Ronnie Barron's own
incredible "Duke of Crenshaw,"
"Don't Let My Husband Catch
You," "Mamma's Kind of Song,"
and "Louisiana ·Flood," Ronnie
Barron sounds like a major talent,

BROtheRS mUSIC
&

necoRo·exchanqe
used records and
instruments·
WE BuY SELL oR TRAm:

Ph. 242-3745
1831 Central NW

anrl

"I'm Proud To Be A Redneck"
might be. Still and all, this album
is a strong first effort, and I'm
hoping there'll be a second,one.
Attila the Hun died in his sleep
on his wedding night after his
marriage to a girl named Ddico.
Apathy is , • • oh hell! Why
bother? It takes too long to
explain it and nobody will read
this stupid thing anyway.

~Jim.~Q~
e
e

cntom framing
ready made frames
low prices

all ltinds of original Chinese hand
paintings-scrolls·screens-wallpajJer
Imports direct from China

complete selection of
art supplies
15% off to students
& professors
Mon.-Fri. 10-9

Sat. 10·6
Sun. 12-6
9649 Menatll NE-Eubank at Menaul

~

I

I

I
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Christmas Rt ne!ie Low Pricesl

Layaway

~
~

Gala Bridal Sets:
4 diamonds, 4 rubles;
4 diamonds,4 sapphires~
or, 8 diamonds.

Your Choice $350

Gala Bridal Sets:
3 diamonds, 4 rubies;
3 diamonds,4 sapphires;
ot, 7 diamonds,
Your Choice $325

Gala Bridal Sets:
3 diamontb, 1 ruby;
3 diamonds,lsapphire;
.

or,4 diamonds.

YoutChoice

$250

~
~

~

Colorful
"Gala" bridal sets lend
new excitement to
Zales Anniversary
Spectacular

i
~
~
~

In Greek mytholot:,ry, Medea, a seductive "savage," mistress of witchraft and
sorcery, aids Jason in his quest for the Golden Fleece. Jason, suitably impressed, woos, beds, bteeds and abandons Medea to marry a "civilized"
woman of higher station. From here on watch out!
See Bullfinch's Mythology or Pasolini's Great film for details.

Oldie Movies Avant Garde
'Even A Breast or Two'

Publications of the Associated Students
of the University of New Mexico, and Ia
not financially associated with UNM.
Second clas! postage paid at Albuquerque, New .Mexico, 87106. Subscription
rate is $7 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the cditerial pages of The Lobo are thooe of
the author solely. Unsigned opinion Is
that of th<! cdlrorial board or Tilt! Lo!Jo.
Nothing necessarily reprtllents the views
of the Associated Student.. or the University of New Mexico.

I~

Ptesents

~

Media Week Review

~

The New Mexico Lobo io publisbcd
dally every regular Week of the Uni-

~

~

Dead's rookie team, the New
Riders of the Purple Sage, They're
supposed to be the C&W adjunct
to the larger band, a place where
Jerry Garcia can practice the

Mason - J)ixon :Line start smokin'
bluegrass instead of picldn' it?
Barefoot Jerry's "Southern
Delight," that's wh~t. BarefoQt
Jerry is a. spinoff from Area Code
6 :J. 5 , and a more musicianly
collection of gentlemen (Mac
Gayden, Wayne Moss, John
Harris, and Kenneth Buttrey)
could hardly be found, They
managed to play with authority,
inventiveness, and come out w.ith
a distinctive, if somewhat
un-jelled, sound.
Their lyrics are surely the
weakest link, and you would
probably be right in your
imaginings of what the lyrics of

l

versity year by the Doard of Student

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~

"

pedal steel in public. A couple of
months ago, Columbia
breathlessly announced they'd
signed them, and now the album
is out. Boy, is it lousy.
"If it isn't <:ountry music,
they've blown it," said a friend
well ·acquainted with their music,
I know he's rigM, because during
the three-day Fillmore Funeral
they were one of the bands whq
played, and r heard them- they
sounded like a country music
version of The Band. On this
record, they sound like the
Grateful Dead at its most boring.
And, on top of that, the recording
job is quite possibly the worst of
the year most o.f the
instruments are mixed way back,
Marmaduke's vocals are way up
front (and was ·his mouth dry!),
and generally it's a pain to listen
to..
·
Another friend put it quite
succinctly. "To the musicians, it's
'laid back,' but to ·somebody
listening to it, it's a drag." It's

"SOUTHERN*DELIGHT"
Barefoot Jerry
(Capitol/St 786)
What happens when a bunch of
good old boys from south of the

~

~
~

•

~

;

Here they ore-the newest, most exciting chat\gc ever in
brid.11 rings! Take youf chotec oi dmmonds or colorful
combinations of diamonds wtlh genuine rubies or
di.lmonds with genuine s.1pp~r~s -.11! set in wide,

1111

a
I
I

textured b.1ndsof 14 kilriltgold.

Downtown-318 Central SW

Five Points Shopping Center
Winrotk
... student accounu invited

a.

I

ZALES®~
JEWELERS

My, how youw changed
Layaway now {at Christnt.u Or, i:h.uge 'it.
ftl't' ~nufc liulfon whrn y~1uorcn o1 Zatn
, •
l u.,lom Cli!r~l?t.Jr /,lll''i ~f\lc•!~1n~ ( hitrF:l" \.../

~
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Maids, Butlers Covered by Minimum Wage

Mandatory Teacher· Evaluation? Married Housing Lacking

Only Women Need Apply.;
So Long, Sam Taggard

(Continued from page 1)

Administration, Students May Jointly Fund Plan
A mandatory teacher
evaluation, funded jointly by the
administration and student
government, could be initiattJd
this year at UNM.
Such an evaluation would be
useful to the administration in
deciding tenure and sal&ry cases,
the student body in choice of comses and the faculty in more
e.ffectively presenting materials,
said Chester Travelste&d, vice
president of academic affairs.
Viable Solution
Although the administration
would fund most of the project, .
Ken White, president of ASUNM,
believes a student coordinator
would be i;he most "viable
solution." White estimates that
two-thirds to 90 per cent of the
student body would be ''utilized
in actual form-filling,"
Until a solution is reached,
White will not appoint a chairman
to head the ASUNM committee
dealing with teacher evah.1ation.
" I 11pproached the
administration to carry the
principal burden of teacher
evaluation as a service to students,
In the main, the evaluation should
be carried out by students," White
said.
"Some may believe,"
Travelstead said, "if the
administration is involved in
evaluation, we may be in colusion
with the students-,.this is untrue.
Actually, that is why I see some
advantage in funds coming from
two different sources,"
Various evaluation methods

poll artJa, Posters may be
displayed in the SUB lobby.
Rep. Edith Green (D·Ore.j,
WASHINGTON (UPl)-The agreed to exempt about 100,000
All 10 finalists must attend the
House Labor Committee ulive in" maids, coo.ks, butlers and supporting the new coverage, said
Homecoming dance on Friday,
tentatively approved a bill other household employes who the involvement of household
Nov. 5, from 9 to 12 p.m. at 50
Wednesday that would guarantee get room, board and other wo1kers in interstate commerce
cents per person, The coronation
about 1.5 million workers who allowances in addition to wages. was cle&r: "Here in Washington
will take place promptly at 10:30
clean, cook and serve in private
Rep. William A. Steiger (D.C.), we have domestics who go
p,m. A $250 'scholarship will be
homes a $1.80 hourly minimum (R·Wis.), questioned the into Maryland and Virginia every
awarded to this year's
wage Jan. 1.
constitutional grounds on which day to work, In my own state,
Homecoming Queen, and
Under the bill, all household the committee proposed to there are people who cross over
runners-up will receive $100.00
workers except those who also provide minimum wage coverage into Vancouver (Ore.) to work as
scholarships. They will also
liw wh~>rl' th~>y work would get. for domestics. The committee bill domestics."
receive a royal presentation at the
The minimum wage law has
the $1.80 minimum in 1972 and said "Congress finds that
Homecoming football game.
go to $2 on Jan. 1, 1973. employment of persons in three major c&tegories. The first
'Step Forward'
However, they will remain behind domestic service in households and largest is made up of workers,
The theme for the House
the bulk of the 35 million U.S. directly affects commerce," This prim&rily in production industries,
Decoration contest this year will
workers already under the was added to the bill because who are guaranteed $1.60 now
be "One Step Forward.'' Each
wage·hour law, who will go from federal minimum wage laws are and would go to $2 on Jan. 1
organization wishing to enter
the existing $1.60 mini~um to $2 based on the constitutional under the new legislation. The
must turn in a $25 deposit before
on Jan. 1, 1972.
authority of congress to regulate second group, largely employes of
Oct. 15.
Coverage of domestic workers, interstate commerce and without retail and service firms who were
Slogans will be selected by the
one of the largest groups still a specific congressional "finding," brought under the law five years
organizations, They must pertain
outside minimum· wage coverage, the courts might rule that ago, get $1.60 now and would be
to the theme, and must be turned
was approved with little domestic service was purely increased to $1.80 on Jan. 1 and
in to the House Decorations
$2 on Jan. 1, 1973. The domestics
opposition after the committee intrastate.
Committee by Oct, 15.
would be included in this group.
Org&nizations will not be
The last group is farm workers,
limited
on the amount of money
Welcome
also added to coverage in 1966,
spent. Construction may begin
Students & Professors
who get $1.30 now and wottld rise
Nov. 1, and judging will be on
to $1.50 on Jan. 1 and to $1.70 a
Nov. 5, between 5 and 6:15 p.m.
year later.
All You Can Eat
Judging will be based on the use
In another tentative action, the
of slogans, quality of
committee approved, 21 to 15, a
construction, and over·all
Serving a comjJlete line of Chinese &
provision to permit employment
appearance. This includes
of high school and college
American food-Dining room and carry-outoriginality, creativity, design, etc.
students at $1.60 an hour, 40
Judging
• Lunch $1.35
evenings
cents less than the new proposed
The
constructions
will btl
$1.69
minimum wage level, except in
daily
holidays
viewed
Nov.
5
and
6
and
must
be
certain industries where job
removed by 7 p.m. Nov. 7.
Shmorgasbord
Sundays ,
hazards exist. In those jobs at
The Sweepstakes winner will
least the minimum wage would
8230 Mcnaul-Hoffmantown center
298-6123
rtJceive $500, with men's and
have to be paid.
women's first place getting $300
each, men's and women's second
place $150 each, and first place
~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . dorms$150.
Ill
•
Any questions regarding these
rules may be directed to th.,.
House Dllcorations Committee
and the Alumni Homecoming
Committee.

e
e
e

By LOIS BRUTON
The Alumni Association which
· is running Homecoming this year
has released the rules for the
Homecoming Queen Contest and
the House Decoration Contest, In
the past, AS UNM has been·
responsible for the Homecoming
activities, but in order to insure
that everyone enjoys this year's
Homecoming (and no one has a
chance to ·:;poil the fun as that
nasty boy did last year), the
AI umni Association has taken
control and made stringent rules
governing the Homecoming Queen
Contest,
Panel
Tht! queen contestants mu~L be
junior or senior girl students with
at least 60 hours and a 2.2 grade
average. A panel of two students,
two faculty members, two alumni,
and one businessman will
interview the contestants together
and individually, then narrow the
field to 10 contestants to be voted
on by the student body.
The deadlin·e for signing up was
yesterday at 5 p.m. The
announcement of the 10 finalists
will be at half time of the Arizona
State - Lobo football g11me, Oct.
23. The selected contestants may
begin campaigning Monday, Oct,
25, and election will take place on
Oct. 29.
Posters
Camp11ign posters must be
24"x36" with photograph, and
campaigning will be limited to
name tags which must not be
worn closer than 25 feet from the

2!!

THUNDERBIRD
IS
COMING

Shirts • Pants
Belts • Boots

l'hoto by Lauderbaugh

used by other universities will be
investigated after the. monetary
situation is decided.
Responsibility
"The Administration does feel
some responsibility in supporting
evaluation efforts, but it hllsn't
been decided which methods
would be best. Anyway, the
student government,

~~H~ill~e7
1~S-o~ci~a7
i----

B' nlli Brith Hillel· Jewish
Student Union will hold an
informal social 11t the
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE, from 5·7 :30 p.m. on
Sunday, October 17.
A delicatessen buffet dinner
will be served. Information on
future activities will be available
ilt that time.

form it takes, the housing should
be attractive and well·built,
Members of the committee are
Smith, Bill Bierbaum, director of
services and auxiliaries (housing),
Van Dorn Hooker, the University
architect and Carroll Lee, the
comptroller.
·
Rent Range
The administration, said Smith,
is tentatively !liming at setting up
housing in the $100·135 a month
rent range,
$135 a month, he added, would
be the upper lim1t of rents the
Un.iversity would accept, unless
Hansen's survey of the students'
needs and ability to pay shows
they can pay more without
ruining themselves.
Jack Stahl, of Hooten · Stahl

Inc,, said his company presently
operates some furnished
apartments which cost $135 a
month furnished. Such
apartments are small, he said, but
if they could be built on
University land and rented
unfurnished, they might cost as
little as $110 11 month.
The site of the new apartments,
at this time, has been set at the
southwest corner of St. Cyr and
Buena-Vista, said Hooker. He said
they might also be located near
the Law School on the north
campus,
Once the degree and the kinds
of students needs has been
determined, suggested Smith, the
University might advertise the
contract to all realtors in the area
and examine what sort of housing
cuulu be had for what plice.

administration and faculty mu&t
be able to work together,"
Travelstead said.
"I d o indeed believe it is
important for a proper, fair and
equable evaluation be carried on,"
Travelstead said.
"This," said White, "is a very
basic cornerstone in the changing
consciousness of the relationship
between students and raculLy on
campus. Both. groups are
participating directly in the
academic affairs of the institution.
Academic freedom doesn't only
apply to the freedom to teach,
but the freedom to learn."

FOR GUYS N' GALS

The Hottest Brands Going!
•

Petitions

Petitions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the Student
Government Office in the Union,

1m PEGGER"
.JEANS

WeLoveToSeeYou

By The U

Central & University •• almost

Laced front pockets, no back pockets,

flared, Great fit for guys and girls.
$9.50·$11.00 a pair.

.

_

The distribution of our October Thunderbird
will begin late this week and or early next
week. It may be picked up in the Union
Cloakroom, Journalism 205, the Library,
and other public student places.
We need fresh contributions NOW
(by November 8) for our next issue.
Turn in your ART, POETRY, FICTION, and
PHOTOGRAPHY at room 205 Journalism.

SE-990 The Arlington

tops. $20.

hot pants. $16.

All your
most cherished moments
will be forever symbolized
by your Keepsake
diamond engagement ring
from Feather's.

Feather'• designers of
beautiful things
for beautiful people!

••

Credit and Layaway

long pants, $44.

Limpid Eye feather fashions come to Albuquerque. Genuine
suedes.in some of the Hottest Hot pants and tOJ')S available
anywhere( Also making the scene, are long pants and slash
pocketed skirts in genl!ihe suede. Hot and muted tones of
red,·brown, blue, pink, pl,um, tan,.gray·and black, with but·
tetfly, mushroom and elephant designs. Sizes 5 to 13.

dovce o! ;J.lawaii
!-tawaiiaJt wear ana boutique
5511 Central N.,E.
two blocks East of San .Mateo on Central
Shop 10 to 8. Sun. 11 to 4.

Stereo Phonograph with Built-in FM/AM/FM Stereo
~~~::::;-;:~~~~ Radio and 4·Track Stereo Cassette
4-speed "Panasonic" record changer. Magnistate cartridge.
Flip-over diamond stylus. Automatic shut-off. Separate 6~"
PM dynamic speakers. Black-out radio tuning. Built-in
antennas. IC. AFC. FET tuner. Stereo eye. Stereo muting. Slide·
lever controls. Push button cassette. Charcoal black and
.'l!~;itver. Solid state. Complete with one microphone,
pre-recorded cassette tape and dust cover.
main: 7ti-"H ·19''W ·15i"D
spkr: 13fi"H ·9/r"W ·7!-"D

Capture it all on Tapes,
Records,
Radio

PANASONIC
Radios-Phonos-Cossettes-Entcrtalnment Centers

Noor the University
3011 MONTE VISfA NE

THE MALL Shopping Center 2256 Wyoming N.E.
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NiXon Trip Worries North ·Viets Indian Student Drop-Outs
Planned Visit to Peking, Moscow Annoys Communists
PARIS (UI:'I)-U.S. Chief Communist negotiators to explain
Negotiator William J .. Potter said whi<.:h international events
Thursday Communist Vietnamese allegedly made them restless. But
negotiators at the Pa~is talks on
his rllm!lrks seemed to be ·II hint
Vietnam appeared concerned over
Hanoi
and the Viet Cong are
President Nixon's plans to visit
worried
about Nixon's
Communist China and the Sovid forthcoming talks
in Peking and
Union.
Moscow.
Porter spoke to newsmen after
At the session itself, Porter
a 311,.hnnr ;c;es~ion in which he
urgPrl Hanoi's Deputy Delegate
urged the Communist side not to
Nguyn Minh Vy and the Viet
allow the opportunity of a Cong's
Dinh Ba Thi to drop what
negotiated peace "to pass you he termed
their "rigid" position.
by,'' The Communists replied He .asked them to ex<Jmine
with renewed. demands for " ... the generous off«;Jrs extended
complete U.S. withd1·awal and an to you which coulrl bring your
end to the Vi!ltnamization people peace and a bright future."
program.
"Negotiation toward these ends
"They seemed to be at a bit of is the
main and powerful trend in
a loss , .. ," Porter said. "I had the world today," the U.S.
the feeling they are a little negotiator said. "Let a wise
bothered about international perception of your own best
events."
interests move you to join
Worried.
constructively in Lhis trend rather
He said it was up to the than allow it to pass you by."
Against Rigidity
'
Porter said he was not against
SIMON'S TEXACO
rigidity its a tactic but added
SERVICE
", , , in your case, it has produced
Complete
no useful result and there is no
Automotive Sei-vice
prospect that it will do so," He
said Communist influence in the
242-0096 2100 Central SE
south was "at an aU-time low."

Shake

the blues.

Simultaneously, the U.S. envoy
delivered a verbnl protest against
the Communist construction of a
road in the Demilitarized Zone
(DMZ) he said was being built to
link Hanoi's wad network to that
of South Vietnam.
Porte:r charged the road work
was being carried out in violation
of standing agreements ruling out
any si.tategic acUviLy fl'om the
strip of land separating the two
Vietnams. He told the Communist
diplomats pointedly, "I do not
expect it to turn out to be a
useful enterprise from your point
of view,"
DMZ Strikes
The U.S. Air Force already has
carried out' a number of strikes on
North Vietnamese targets which
the American authorities said
were endangering allied positions
south of the DMZ.
Portllr urged the Communists
to drop what he called their rigid
position. He asked them to
examine , .. "the generous offers
extended to you which could
bring your people peace and a
bright future."
Porter's South Vietnamese
counterpart Pham Dang Lam
charged that while American
troops were being gradually
withdrawn from South Vietn.am,
Hanoi kept sending over its
borders fresh reinforcements and
war supplies.

Bureaucracy
At registration time, when
Indian students sometimes
become <.:onfused with a new
variety of bureaucracy and return
Chemistry Seminar
home, 25 Indiiln students were
Newton Fawcett, UNM
employed to orient newcomers to
chemistry graduate student, will
campus life, rules, regulations and
lead a chemistry department
the process of getting enrolled.
seminar at the chemistry building,
Stationed at points throughout
2300 Central SE
room 101, at 4:30 p.m., Friday,
the registration area, they checked
(across from Popejoy Hall)
October 15,
schedules for accuracy and
reasonableness and ironed out
be merryl.
We had to do something with
problems on the spot.
this space, it was empty.
.~--------~~~~~~~-----As quickly as a need wa1:0
detected through a low grade on a
test, a poor paper or the request
of a participant, tutors were
assigned to assist a student, if
possible from among the Indian
students on the campus. Tutors
were paid $2.50 an hour, and
students received $2 an hour for
meeting tutoring appointments.
Townrd the middle of the fall
semester, a study hall was

Eat'dn.nk and

II CAMPUS BRIEFS II

Cut by Half, Grades Up
Drop·outs were cut almost in
half among Aq1erican I!1dian
students participating in a UNM
project last academic year.
At the same time, the over-all
grade point average for the group
jumped from 1.99 (2.0 is a "C"
average) to 2 .37, "a thol·oughly
gratifying justification of the
program," James G. Cooper, the
faculty sponsor, says,
The project was financed by
the Ford Foundation. The
principal investiga.tor was Dr,
Robert Nonis, at that time a
graduate student in the UNM
college of educa,tion and now a
faculty member at Pennsylvania
State University. Norris is a
Navajo with experience as a.
teacher and administrator in
lndian schools.
Besides explol'ing reasons why
fewer than 10 per cent of Indians
enrolling at UNM have· received
degrees, the project used
imaginative methods to support
the Indian students who
participated. One result was tbat
only 14 per cent of the
participants left school during the
year {normally, the figure would
be 27 per <.:ent).

estn b lished in the university'~
libraty, supervised by an
American Indian. Participants
rec!lived $1 stipends for using the
study hall.
Kiva Club
Students participating in
activities of the Kiva Club, an
American Indian organization on
the campus, received $5 for
attending the first meeting and $1
for the second meeting.
Participl!tion in a cross-cultural
analy~es seminar, taught by
Norris, w11s also rewarded with a
$2 payment for each session
attended. Another spacial class,
which uslld two instructors with
knowledge of the Navajo
language, was a first course in
college·level English,
The project staff assisted the
students in other ways. Funds
were used to meet emergency
problems, work WIIS found for
students who were short of funds,
and staff members talked to
faculty members when a student
was ext~eriencing difficulty,
When regulations of the
university threatened to
overwhelm a student, staff
members also intervened.
Based on the results of the
project, Cooper has recommended
that the university
-develop a preregistration
system to assure that potential
students understand the
''system." Teams of Indians
should be trained and sent to
schools such as Shiprock,
Laguna·Acoma and
Gallup-McKinley County to work
with students there.
-include in the registration
pro c ed ur e staff members
knowledgable both in UNM
programs and American lndians,
and pIan for a follow-up
procedure to locate Indian
students missed during regular
registration,
-provide one or two special
discussion sessions a week to
teview problem areas in English
classes.
-provide counl!cliug·tutorit1g
service, which probably could be
done partially through volunteers.
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Objectivism

"Students of Objectivism invite
persons interested in (or opposed
to) Ayn Rands' philosophy of
objectivism to attend Sunday,
Oct, 17 I at 6
at Uncle John's
(corner of Wyoming and Central,
almost),

v.m.

Poetry

R~ading

.

English poet Mwhael Horor1tz
~eads tonight at 8 lJ.m. in the
Honor Center Lounge, This is the
second reading of the year
sponsored by the Poetry Series.

Rodeo Club

A meeting will be }H!Id Sunday
at 6 p,m, at the Chicano Study
Center. The meeting will bll held,
to determine interest in working
on a newspaper.

There will be an organizational
meeting of the Rodeo Club,
Wednesday, Oct. 20 in room
231-C at 5 :::JU p.m. Auy fuiHhne
students who are interested are
invited to come. For information
call277-2964 or 277-5164,

319 P.E.

Disabled Students

Chicano Journalism Students

The 319 P.E. elementary
education class will have a dist~lay
at the Learning Center Material in
the Education Building.
The display will be on the
subject ot integration all day·
dur~ng the week of Oct. 18·22,

••The Gondoliers"
Open tryouts for Gilbert and
Sullivan's "The Gondoliers" are
scheduled for Tuesday and
Wednesday of next week . Second
production of the UniveJ:Sity
Theatre season, the patter musical
is a joint drama and music
department production.

Hillel Socia)
B'nai Brith Jlillel- Student
Union will hold an informal social
at the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas NE, from 5-7 :30 p.m.
Oct. 17.
A delicatessen buffet dinner
will be served, Information on
future activities will be available
at that time•.

The Dfsabled Students
Organization will hold a meeting
Oct. 15 in Johnson Gym, room
4-A at 4 p.m. All interested
versons are invited to attend.

Aliyah to israel
Zvi R,on and Yose Shamir,
representing the Israel Aliyah
Center,
speak briefly and
answer questions on programs
available to those interested in
settling in lsrael, They were be at
the International Center from 5·7
p.m. Oct. 17.

will

1'/obelPrizell Yrs. T~ate,
Hormone Link Uncovered
STOCKHOLM (UPI)- D~. Ead
W. Southerland Jr., of Nashville,
Tenn., won the 1971 Nobel
Medicine Prize Thursday for
finding a missing link between
hormone~ and the human body's
control mechanisms - a discovery
fellow scientist& did not believe
when he first announced it 1l
years ago,
The Royal Caroline Institute of
Stockholm announced the award
of the prize, which carries a cash
award of $90,000, to Sutherland,
a professor of physiology at the
Vanderbilt University Medical
School in Nashville.
When the 55·year·old
physiologist announ<.:ed his
discovery 11 years ago his fellow
scientists did not believe him. But
his theory received an official
stamp of approval with the
announcemE~,nt of the award ..
"It is an honor and pleasure,
and naturally I'm happy,"
Sutherland told newsmen at his
home in Nashville after the call
came ·from Stockholm notifying
him he had won the Nobel Prize.
But the award did not come as
a surprise. "I had heard I was

Mathematics

being mentioned for the past five
years," he said. ''I figurlld it
would be this yE)ar or next."
Sutherland said some people
believed his discovery "can lead to
cures for everything from skin
disorders to cirrhosis," but that he
wasn't that optimistic.
He said his discovery affects
"everything from your memory to.
your toes." He also said its
applieaUou Lu cancer ls under
study but it was too early to
predi<.:t an outcome.
Southerland won the world's
top scientific award "for his
discoveries concerning the
mechanisms of the action of
hQrmones," the medical faculty of
the Carolina Institute said.
In 1960 Suthedand published
his discovery of Cyclic Adenylic
Acid (AMP), a chemical substance
that he said acted as a link o~: a
''messenger" between a large
number of different hormones
and the control and regulatoty
mecha.nisms of the human body.
Sutherland found that Cyclic
AMP rather than the hormones
themselves triggered a number of
biological events in the body.
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Reuben Hll~sh, professor of
mathematics at UNM, will speak
at a mathemati()S department
seminar Oct. 14 at 3:30 p.m. in
room 104 of Marron Hall.
Hersh's talk on recent results
on random evolutions is free and
open to all interested persons.

Used Radios
$5.oq and Up

Poetry
The third reading in the
1971•7 2 Associated Students
Poets Series of UNM will feature
Phillip Whalen, Monday, Oct. 18
in the Kiva.

Acquatics Institute

...

Training of Red Cross Water
Safety Instructors and YMCA
Leader examiners starts Oct. 23 at
the Heights "Y" at 5 p.m •
In order to take the course,
applicants must have either a Red
Cross or YMCA Senior Life Saving
Certificate.
The only fees for the course,
which is offered as a public
service, are for books.

Chemistry Seminar
Newton Fawcett, UNM
chllmistry graduate student, will
lead a chemistry department
seminar at the chemistry building,
room 101 at 4:30p.m. Oct. 15.
Fawcett's talk on finite·
difference simulation a);lplied to
el ectroanalytical and diffusion
chemistry is free and open to all
interested persons.
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CREATE YOUR OWN "FANTASIA..
WITH SOUND

Calling U
Friday, October15, 1!)71
Campus Crusade fo:!' Christ Union
Room 28l·A, 9a.m, ~9:30a.m.
Film Committee, Union Theater, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
student Activities, Union· North
Ballroom, 10:30a.m. to noon.
Film Committee, Union Theater, 8
p.m. to midnight •

00-IT-YOURSELF .. KIT
FROM SCIENCE-FAIR
11
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lOW
W1th 100 rr'ltlttort MOR£AmerJCilllS35 years trorn now. wha't wtll

IF WE ACT NOW TO SfOf> POPULATION
GROWfH. we have~ chance lot

(af 1tr~!'lti att to bteathe, df:l.:m Walet ·to dtn'lk
(b) hie'" a world wtU't wrldltfe. \lttlderness
(t)

n cnance to use our 1M. mo11ey tO IMPROVE

out

mUd1cs1, edu~atumal. and '&OC::Ial ser..
YICfl!l, IMSio.ld of fJ<~Y•ng for more (not better)
rt;uids, schools, p~rkmo lots, hospn:tls. etc,
lf'l a dGsl)eu.te slruggfe IO keep up

I d) world peaee

turtt ony sound , • • from the whisper oF a transistor. radio to
, amp 1 ,..~
• •...""". ._ n,..
... t.., ~,., f ............., t\f
the roar o F a mus1c
1t1er , •• mro
11'-~::m 1 "v ...... - . , -·

(a) mtteasud polfuhon ant;t desltuCtlon ot Dur
a•r. water. artd s011
lb) 'a thane~ to wear a gag mask In our Cihl'l!l (a
roahty 1n Tokyo today}
(cJ a world an a treadm•ll sUOgghng to keep
even. but falhng farther behn'\d each day
(d) mtrM~d 1nternahon:al tenSions C:::aus&d by
compe1111on tor the ellrth';.lm1•18d tesCIUttes.

WHICH WORLD 00 VOU WANT FOR YOUR CHILMEN' WHAT CAN VOU OO.NOW?
{tJ Otop our or the numbers g<tm.-. lryou havt! more than two fuds. stOP. Setter yet, try to-lurut yoor
f<'lm•IY to no mote than 2 e'tuldran. t111s 15 the only wav~u can stop popt,Jinti"l'1 gtowth

{2f Jo1n and suf>potf lt:A.C) POPULAT10N OAOWl'lt. nnd casr your 1101c lot a quai•1Y hie for everyone.

NEW FALL STYlES

love shall
also be true.

lf\1 HlSTORIC
OLDTOWN

e 6315 Lomas N.E.

zem population growth
P. O.llox 14144 Albuquerque, N.M. 87111
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fights. $CIENC~·FAfR's "Psycholite" kit is &asy to assemble ond
become$ ln.. center of your <!Jcciting lignt show. All you do I~
plug it into lights and music source, Handle• up to 600 watts <lf
incandescent lighting and has separate sensitivity/background so
you can mon the controls. Designed and tested for ll7V hou•<t
current. Compare at $29.95 and up. 28-171

out ktds be fattng'i

I~ WE CO NOTHING {LET NATURE lAKE ITS
COURSEI,ti'SS$urebetlwewii1Qel

265·1517

• 401 Copper Ave. N.W.
4th & Copper N.W.

?.043 S(J(JrHPLAZA NW
OPEN 7 OAYS A WEEK
NEW MEX<ICO LOBO

247-3828

Friday, Oc'Wber 15, 1971

• The Mal! Shopping Center
2264 Wyoming Blvd.
296-5744

• 4408-B Menaul N.E.
266-5246

N.e.

Also In Santa Fe:
• 208 W. San Francisco St.
983·3747

Also Stores in Hobbs, Roswell and Clovis
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WAC Campaign Moves Into Full Swing
I
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'
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By JIM PENSIERO
I don't r~ally know what to say
about this weekend's action in the
WAC. Roger has just told me that
I'll need an additional 20 Jines to
flll the section that has been
allotted me today.
Being as I'm wasting valuable
space I might as well try to waste
it valuably, and an interesting
quote seem~ to be just the thing.
Blare of washed out horns and
now from the WAC l'ress
Information Center in Denver,
Colo. we are proud. to present
Don Baker, ASU backfield coach.
Baker was asked if reserve
quarterback Rick 'Brown appeared
nervous at haltime when he was
informed that he was going to

start in the second half. "When we
got the word," Baker said, "he
looked Uke a man about to give
birth to a brick."
If it had actually happened
southwest obstetricians would
really have some interesting copy
for their journals. And now for
the WAC:
VCLA (1·4) at Ati~ona (2·2)
Those smog•weaned weasels of
east coast football, the UCLA
Bruinswillbehopingtogotothe
Phoenix route when they meet
with another Arizona Saturday
night at Tucson.
Although the Bruins are only
on the season so far they have
·eu much Gtiffcr competition
n the Wild<:atl.; whose 2·2 slate

~~~~

QUADRASONIC
Now on
Display

;.

METROTEC~EV

4 Channel Decoder

KENWOOD 8044 Surround Sonic
Quadrix Amplifier
At Prices You Can Afford
Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Until9:00
7611 Menaul N.E.

296-6978

isn't l\nything to stuff peppers
over.
Last weekend the ·wildcats wore
ea$ilY beaten by the underated
Wyoming Cowboys, despite the
fact they picked up 222 yards on
the Cowboy defense in the first
hal£ alone. But Wyoming
tightened up, giving up only 46
yards in the second half, and the
only scoring the Cats managed
was one meaningless £ield goal, Do
field goals h;:~ve meaning?
Though the Bruins record ls a
bit J?OOrer they have f11ced some
tough competition in the form of
Te;x:as and several Rose Bowl
hopefuls in the Pacific Eight
conferen~;>e. ThP.y are a good team
with a new coach and being as the
Wildcat~; have consistently folded
before non-league foes I ~ee no
reason why they should 1>et any
precedents tomorrow night.
Brigham Young ( 2·3) at
Wyoming (3·2)
This weekend's WAC football
action features the downtrodden
Brigham Young Cougar& trying to
regain some semblance of victory
against the rapidly improving
Wyoming Cowboys.
The going hasn't been getting
any smoother for the Cougars,
who were crushed 29·7 by
non-league foe Utah St. last
weekend. The ·week before they
were shut out by the Lobos 14-().
In the Utag game they fumbled
five times, a figure that doesn't
help any offensively· minded
dub. If they can hold on to the
ball, flanker and punt return artist
Golden Richards and tailback l'ete
Van Valkenberg might give the
Cowboys a bit of a street fight,
The Wyoming press
information center meanwhile is
quite confident of victory and the
tough Cowboy squad might not
let them down. After a
disappointing beginning the
Cowboys have won two in a row,
beating also-ran CSU and
upsetting highly · touted Ari~ona
14·3. The Cowboy defense held
when it was important, for they
allowed the Arizona offense to
glean a healthy 222 yards in the
first half alone, but the Wildcats'

Lobo Picks , ..

sole score came on a field goal. oommunication we occasionally
'l'heir offense was stymied by the get from some character in Las
quick Ari~ona defense but they Qru<:es the Aggies will be Jooldng
took up the slacl{ in the form of for revenge and won't mind
the strong arm of .sophomore "kicking a little Lone Star tail to
quarte.rback Gary Fox. Fo~ do it." Good luck fellas, from the
passed for 305 yard& in the crypt of my heart.
We can't say too much about
victory alld hit for touchdown
passes of 80 and 82 yards. Look UTEP as there ifm!t really too
for a Fox to keep up the aerial much worth saying. 'I'hey've lost
barrage against the weak BYU' two in a row, both laughters, to
secondary.
ASU and Utah. Reflecting their
Arizona State (4·0) at Orego~ apathy is promising quarterback
State (2·3)
Gary Keithley who was recently
!'have nothing to guage Oregon asked what his hometown of
State's strength on but their Alvin, Texas was noted for, }.lis
record and conference. Their matter· of· fact reply: "I guess
record is a so•what 2·3 but they're it's noted for being 25 miles from
members of the Pacific Eight, Houston."
which is a tough group of teams if
CSU (0·4) ut utah (1•3)
there were any.
The funky little Colorado State
ASU has been looking Rams will be hitchhiking this
extreme 1 y tough s o far, weekend to meet up with auoLher
manhandling three WAC group of desperados, the Utah
opponents in a row to lead the Redskins.
conference in total offense, • The Redskins finally broke into
rushing offense, scoring offense, the win column last weekend
total defense, rushing defense and when they crushed those
scoring defense.
subterranean loners, the UTEP
Last weekend they virtually Miners by the ridiculous sum of
murdered the puny Colorado 32·10. They have a strong
State Rams by the paltry sum of quarterback in the face of Gordon
42·0. Leading their attack is Longmire, who is second in the
running back Woody Green who WAC in passing YEU"dage. He has
picked up an ama~ing 214 yards b e e n c o n n e c t i n g f o r
in the CSU game. Another strong appro~imately 185 yards a week
runner is Don Ekstrand who is and has a good group of receivers
right behind UNM's Fred Henry iu tc choonc from. Both Fred Graves
the running category, picking up and Leo Gibby have been
an average of 6.8 yards each time averaging almost five receptions a
he carries the ball. fle has also game each.
scored 27 points.
Meanwhile everything's been
UTEP at New Mexico State
coming up fecal for the CSU
Both teams are having just Rams. The Rams have allowed
average 11easons and they were their opponents to score 113
both involved in heartbreakers last points while they have collected
weekend. NMSU if you didn't only 20. Their latest defeat a 42·0
already know was the other half shellacking at the hands of the
of that tie with the Lobos last ASU Sun DE!vils. The only
weekend while the hapless Miners department they are even
were castrat!ld 32·10 by WAC foe respectable in is passing defense,
Utah.
where they usually allow 109
Leading the Aggies will be yards to be picked up. But in
sophomore quarterback Joe overall defense they have been
Pisarcik and tailback PO James. allowing opponents to pick up an
Both bad a field day in the game astronomical sum of 5.4 yards a
of indecision with The Lobos. play. With that kind of defense it
According to a telepathic would theoretically take an
average team about two weeks to
push them completely around the
world, Don't feel bad Rams, you
UNIVERSITY SHELL still
have Scott Simmons and
Lawrence McCutcheon and if the
specializing in tune· ups
line can hold you - should be
brakes, air conditioning
able to pick up another
touchdown or two before
&: expert welding
Thanksgiving.
FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY

10% Discount to St'U,dents
24 lzr. seroice
Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

Quintet Performs

I
I

Don
Burge
(:1.9·6)
UNM 26·13

Mark
Sanchez
(14-11)
UNM 17·7

Roger
Ruvolo
(16·9)

U:NM 28·7

UCLA at
Arizona

UCLA24·10

Ari~

28·24

Ariz 24·21

UCLA 17·14

Oregon St.

Ore 35·18

ASU 36·:t7

ASU 35·14

ASU 28·17

BYUat
Wyoming

Wyo 13·6

Wyo 20·14

BYU 29·20

Wyo 21·14

CSUat
Utah

Utah 21·3

Utah 25·10

Utah 26·6

Utah 21·7

ASUa~

UTEPat
NMSU

UTEP 28·18

NMS 14·13

UNMatSJSTomorrow

II
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l
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The faculty quintet· in·
residence for California State
College at Long Beach will be the
guest performers for a recital at 4
p.m., Oct. 31, in Keller Hall at
UNM.

UNMat
San Jose

Jim
Pensiero
(17·8)
UNM 19·12

III'

II

Taking their 2·0 road record to
the West Coast, the UNM football
team will be looking for a SOI.lnd
defeat over the San Jose State
Sparta~ tomorrow night before
their WAC battle with Arizona
State next week.
Now 2·1·1 on the season, the
Lobos of head Coach Rudy
Feldman are coming off a 35·35
tie with New Mexico State last
week. The Lobos amassed over
500 yards total offense in the
game against the Aggies in their
first tie with the downstate rivals
in almost 40 years.
Feldman is expected to go with
senior q uarterbfiCk Rocky Long,
master of the W1shbone·Y offense,
as the offensive leader. With Long
in the backfield are junior
halfback Fred Henry and senior
halfback Nate McCall, who scored
three times against the Aggies last
week. The fullback spot will be
filled by sophomore Rich Diller,
who last week gained 123 yards to
lead the Lobo rushers against
State.
On the offensive line will be Pat
Curran (19.3) at tight end, while at
left tackle is another junior, John
Urban (244), who is fresh off an
ankle injUJ;y. Left guard is Brad
Bramer (235), and center is senior
Tod Klein (220). On the right side
will be seniors Tom Walker (229)
at guard and John Shipkowski
(255) at tackle. Split end is
sophomore Paul Labarrere (165 ).
Defensively, the Lobos are
looking for more consistency, as
Feldman said h~ was disappointed
with their showing against the
Aggies, although holding BYU the
week before was a good job. The
Lobos beat the Cougars, 14·0.
In the se<:ondary, which was
considered the main problem for
the defell!live team at the first of
the season, sophomore Steve
Ernst, who was injured last week
against New Mexico State,
underwent knee surgery and is out
for the season. Fred Retzlaff
(180), who replaced Ernst in the

game, will start at the right
cornerback post, while junior Don
Dungan (179) will be at the left
corner position. At strong safety
is senior Bob Gaines (190), and
weak safety is Dan Spriggs (192).
The linebacking corps is gaining
a reputation around the WAC for
its speed and coverage abilities. It
is led by seniors Houston Ross
( 220) and Herman Fredenberg
(215). Ross, the middle
linebacker, was named All·WAC
last year, while Fredenberg is on
the right !>ide. Two sophomores
are on the left side. Steve
Bradshaw (200) and Dan
Fit~gerald (205) have both seen
some action this year at the left
linebacker post. They replaced the
injured Paul Sitkowski, who is out
for the season with a knee injury.
The defensive end positions are
tight with veterans Mike Buck
(204) on the right side and junior
Oscar fennell (227) on the left.
Left Slde defensive tackles are
s~niors Rob Winter (207) and Dan
S1lver (205 ). Silver will be starting
ahead of Winter. Junior College
transfer Larry Dibbles (244) will
be starting in front of George
Oakes (240) at the right tackle
spot.
San Jose's offense is expected
to go with quarterback Dave Ellis
who will be joined in his backfield
by halfbacks Lawrence Brice and
Jimmie Lassiter. Fullback is

~ophomore

Larry Lloyd, who
moved ahead of last year starter
Dale Knott. The defense is led by
all·America.n candidate Dave
Chaney. At middle linebacker,
Cham;y is the Spadan defensive
stalwart,. Bill Brown am! Willie
Lewis join Chaney in the
linebacker slots.

Seraph 1•11 Trl'o
The UNM Seraphin Trio will
{live a recital at Keller Hall in the
Fine Arts Center Oct. 28 at 8:15
p.m.
Admission will be $1 for adults
and 50 cents for students.

Frosh Face Wildcats
For Season Opener
The UNM Wolfpups will face a
vastly improved Arizona freshman
squad in their first football game
of the season Saturday afternoon
at University Stadium.
The Arizona frosh have two
games to their credit this season
beating New Mexico State 41•2S
in their season opener and
pounding UTEP 35·0 last week.
UNM freshman coach JerrY
Hardy's charges ate out to avenge
last year's 34·25 loss to Ari~ona
and improve on last year's 2·2
season, Last year the Wolfpups
beat UTEP and Me~ico
University, but lost. to Arizona
State and Ari:<lOJ:Ia.
Senior football a~sistant Mike
Barb ere says, "Arizona really
improved th~ir overall
pe~formance .in one week. The
first week of the season they only
ran basic plays, but last week they
varied their offense and had UTEP
down 28·0 at halftime. They had
their bench cleared by halftime
and were really never threatenel\
throughout the whole game.'
Barbere added, "Their
quarterback, Rich Hill, will test
the abjjjty of our defense. He's a
real good quarterback with a good
arm and runs his backs well."
The Wolfpups will field a
talented group of freshmen using
the Wishbone·Y offense ~nd a
pro-set defense very similar to the
varsity.

"After 10ight weeks of practice
I think we're ready,'' said Barbere:
"We're lacking in depth, but each
position has good quality. If we
do have any problems with
Ari~ona it will be because of this
lack of depth. Our fullback,
Carlos McCall, has very good
speed and has quick moves in the
open field." The 5·9, 200 pound
speed$ter from Compton, Calif,, is
Nate. McCall's younger brother
and ls expected to fill his slot in
the backfield next year.
Quarterbacking £or the
Wolfpups will be Rick Fambw.

SUNDAY SPECIALS
PRlME

RIB OF BEEF

AU JUS

$2.85

Servetl with :Baked :Potato
or French Frie$, Vegetable,

... .

Soup or Salad.

...

$1.80

HAMBURGER STEAK
ToP SIRLOIN

$3.50

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Mashed or
French Fried. Potatoes,
Vegetables, Rolls &: Butter.

.

. .. . .

SHRIMP DINNER

(4)

..

•

*

•

Y:! FRlED CHICKEN-

...

<!· pes.

CAMPus· L'AUNDRY .
and CLEANING

Petitions

Cain·op Dry·Cleaning
and la1.1ndry

Petitions for ASUNM Senate
are available in the Student
Government Office of the Union.

Counselor Always an Duty
2106 Central S.E.
• 247·08;36

$2.10

Served with Soup or Tossed
Green Salad, Shrimp Sauce,
French Fries, Rolls &
Lemoh Wedge.

$1.65

Served with Cole Slaw,

Mashed or French Fries,
Rolls &: Butter.

'*
.,
:!;~a

AcRoss FRoM CAMl'us&: GIRARD 265-1669

CENTR.AL

Have you ever had a bad time at the
Trend Shops?

-

(@uartrrs
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

•~

.96 6-pk

j

j

i

TEQUILA

•l
j

4.39 qt.

~
~

905 Yale SE

j
•j
j
j

•

'
'1
'•
'•

• STUDENT SPECIAL •

4
4

j

SAVE 30%
on Marantz
Model25
AM-FM Stereo

I

4

•

•

Receiver and
Two Speakers
Come in and
ask for details
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Gale invites you
over far the finest
broiled hamburger
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

i
Far People Who Care Enough
•• , To Hear The Very Besl:
II

I 09 Carlisle NE
268-3966.
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Trend Shops

Friday, October 15, 1971
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ABA Probing Supreme Court N.ominees
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
American Bal' Association
Thursday began investigating six
prospective Supreme Court
nominees at the Justice
Department's request, including
two women judges, and the White
House indic1=1ted President Nbr:on
stHl is considering other names.
It was confirmed that the list
which Attorney General John N.

Mit<:hell submitted to the ABA
Sta.nding Committee on the
Federal Judiciary Wednesday also
included three southerners who
have fought legal or legislative
battles against racial
desergregation.
The six under review by the
ABA are:
-Mildred L. Lillie, 56, of Los
Angeles, a Democrat and justice

of the Fourth District Court of
Appeals of California since 1958.
She has described herself as Ha
flag waver'' and has criticized
"coddling" of youthful criminals.
-Judge Sylvia A. Bacon, 40, of
the District of Columbia Superior
Court, a Republican from
Watertown, S.D., who helped
write the administration's
controversial criminal reform

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
· RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini.
WHERE: Journall$m Building, Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
206, aft:Alrnoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the tnte ill teduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per w(lrd and thq minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words tQ 10,
TERMS: Payment must be m!lde in :Cull prior to insertion of advertisement

·~;

SERVICE~

I) PERSONALS

3)

WANTED TO RENT - Self contained
travel trailer. Call 344-G530. 10/20
~G SHOPPE-THE pluce for used
women's dvthiug. W;,. BUY and SELL,
Call us at 268-2823 for specifics. San
Mateo and Indian School NE. OP-en Mon.
thru Sat.-19 am to 6 pm. 10/21
GIRLs-We · have your aize. Bell's by
Levi's, Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central
SE. 243-6964, 10/6

MISSING: WHITE, AFFECTIONATE
SEVEN MONTH, MAT.E SJAMESE. No
collar. Vicinity of University al)d Grana.
Rcwnrd. lllpulrs nt least call. 299·6097.
.
10/19
FOUNP-Swcnter in Journalism Bttilding,
Describe and claim Rm, 206. 10/19
BEAUTIFUL BLUE SLEEPING BAG lost
between Coronado and Hokonn. $10,00
reward. Caryn 277·4066. 10/18
LOST: l31ack 8-week puppy, Near Yale.
Contact Nancy, 266-9:157. Reward. 10/18
PLEASE HELP US FIND OUR 1 ¥.! yenr,
female MaliUllute !oat Oct. 4, Sandia
Park area. Desperate, Reward for any
pertinllnt information. 265·3611, Ext.
273 or 282-3450. 10/15

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST~

SILVER AND TURQUOISE
RING with oval atofle. If found }llease
call 298.2222. l0/21
LOST: FEMALE SHEPHERD. Floppy
ears, 8 months. Name 1'SABATH" No
tags. 637 Snn Pablo NE, Rew~r..!!:]0/21
l-OST; A large brown wallet in the SUB
Monday evening, If found, pleuJlll return
cards, I.D.'s. 296-5475. 10/20
FOUND: PRESCIUP'l'lON GLASSES,
Black frames in Zimmerman Library
parking lot, May claim at Lost and
Found Desk, New Mexico Union. 10/20
STOLEN BICYCLE, The person who hn.d
their blue girl'll bicycle ntolen from the
bicycle rae~ (llouth of Biology Bldg,)
please c<mtact the UNM Police. Stolen
10-7-71. 10/19
FOUND - Prescription ~orold wire rims (Ladies?). On lawn In front of Blol.
Bldg, Pick UP .at Rm, 205, Jourunlism.
10/19
LOST: DAVlS tennis rMket; Spanish
purse with Precious bible inside. Mary
277-2965. 10/18

3)

SERVICES

EXPERT TYPING, my home, 8 Yl'll· cx268·7629. 10/28
FINE OLD FASHIONED l'ORTP,AlT
PHOTOGRAPHY-Wedding, You Qr
Wllatcver. 242-7558. 10/24
ORTHODOX DAHA'l FIRESIDES, Thuroday nights, 7:30. li21 Spruce SE, Apt.
315. },or information or transportation,
call 242-4839, or wrire P.O. Box 737,
Albu., 87103,
WILL TYPE TERM PAPERS etc. lillec·
trlc typewriter, 299-3084. 10720
IF YOU'RE TIRED of doing your own
_Ironing, call 242-3893, 10/20
AUTOMOBILE TUNEUl'S, V-1l's. "$16.0(}.
6's $14,50, Imports nlso, Guaranteed. l!6'5·
4771. 10/16

~ience.

FINAL
WEEK
TONITE

~~~~ CIMRLTOH

@ IGPI_,.=-.2~ Q~(i
The Tragic Life of Tchaikovsky

4)

legislation, including "no·knock''
raids on homes of suspects, as a
Justice Department lawyer.
-llerschel ll. Friday, 49, a
leading bond lawyer and
Democrat from Little Rock, Ark.,
who re01:esented three .Arltansas
School- districts in court suits
resisting federal desegregatiop
o1·ders.
-Charles Clark, 49, of Jackson,
Miss., a Nixon appointee to the
5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
in New Orleans and former·
coull$el to the state of Mississippi
in the dispute over desegregation
of the University of Mississippi.
-Paul H. Roney, 50, of St.

FQRRENT

ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
PRESENTS;

RESPONSIBLE MALE-Student Housemare wanted. Share 4-bedroom home.
Call ltichal'd, 242-9661. 10/19

5)

Petersburg. FJa., who succeeded
G. Hl.lrrold Carswell on the 5th
Circuit Court and was a cAmpaign
worker for Sen. Edward J. Gurney
(R·Fla.) in 196~.
-Senate Democratic. Whip
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia,
who has a record of opposition to
civil rights bills and who earned
his law degree from American
University in 1963 as a Senator.
White House Press Secretary
Ronald Ziegler, while refusing to
jdentify the names referred to the
ABA for the review of their
qualifications, took issue with
news accounts that only six
persons were under consideration.

Oct. 15-8, 10 pm (friday nite)

FORSALE

BRUSHED DENlM HIPHUGGERS. Purple, blue and brown, only $8. LOBO
MEN'S SHOP, 2120 Central SE. 10/20
1968 SAAB STATION WAGON, V-4,
radio, heater. Good condition $876, 2664572. 10/20
8:K37 SPARTAN TRAILER, Call Mel, ext.
4682 days, 877-9269 eves. 10/20
1948 CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER Runs. $150 offer. 242-7760 after 5 :00
PM. 10/20
MEN'S SKI EQUIPMENT: Head Stand·
ards, releuse bindings, poles, boots, $130.
266-1663. 10/19
HUSKY AND SHEPHERD PUPS. For
Sale, $10.oo. 898·0614. 10 /18
TlES ONLY $2.50. Ex~:ellent selection in
beautiful colors. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
Central S:E. 243.6954, l0/19
TURTLENECK SWEATERS. Large selec·
tion In many colors and fabrics. Lobo
Men'a Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243-6964.
10/19
68 VW CAMPER. New Engine ••• Brakes,
Clutch, Trans. and tires. 242-4046. 10/18
SHEPHERD-buskle puppies, $16, Well•
bred dogs, but no papers. Excellent for
training or peta. 7 weeks. John Walker,
344·7573 10 /18
KASTLE 206'a with MARKER BINDINGS,
LANGE Boots, size 81AJw., Barrecraft:Alr
poles. Used 1 season. Original cost $285.
Sell for $160. See McDonald at Journalism
206 after 4,
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with low down
pnyml'nt and monthly pnymenta less than
rent. For details call Mike at 208-7689 or
Eve 296-lll'/9, 10/20
1969 PLYMOUTH STATION WAGONAuto. '.L'rnns., J)ower steering. Runs
good. $160 or best offer. Rm. 323. 'l'he
College Inn. 10/15
1961 MGA Convertible, 1967 Norton '750,
both good condition. 266·2914. 10/16
TWO GOOD USE]) MOTORCYCLE HEL:METB-$10.00 and $16,00. 266-4467.
10/18
1970 SIATA-UNNUSUAL Sl'OltTSCAR.
Take over payments. Days, 842-7724,
other, 243·3269, Durkin. 10/16
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, $80·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256·5987, 12/20
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machines have never been used and arc
equipPed wh:!Jt•zasr, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Frlligbt Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn
1971 CASSETTE TAPS PLAYER. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277·4296, 20/lZ
FIVE NSW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These unlta have AM·FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/separate Cleluxe Garrard
changer and folir speaker !!Yl!t:Alm. "$119.96
Cllllh or terms. United :FTelght Sales. 3920
San llateo NE. Open 9 till 9. trn
LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACK·
E'l'S by Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 10/16
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, call 266-5061.
10/16

''Casablanca"
Starring: Humphrey Bogart
Oct. 16-17-8, 10 pm (saturday-sunday)

''A Man Called Horse''
Starring: Richard Harris

Admission 75c
(Both Features)
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American Film of the Year!''
-REX REED, Chicago Tribune/
New York Dally News Syndicate

LOB0-265··4759
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-JOHN J. O'CONNOR,

Wall Street Journal

Students with ID-$1.00
7:45-9:30

--BERNARD DREW,
Gannett News SeiViCe

DO:N PANCHO'S

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

NEW MEXICO LOBO

